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Athena is an online collaborative research discovery tool that allows researchers, sponsors, and
leaders across the Naval Education Enterprise to access and query information currently stored
in numerous separate databases. Completed and ongoing research projects as well as
prospective future research topics are organized into “communities of interest” and then
presented to potential researchers based on their education, military occupational specialty, and
expressed research interests. Athena's original objective was to leverage the untapped potential
of hundreds of technically-skilled and operationally experienced Marines at the Naval
Postgraduate School. We have expanded that over time to now include all NPS students and
faculty as well as the rest of the Naval Education Enterprise. Linking a student’s research
capacity to DoD research needs will provide service insights regarding its most complicated
challenges.  Additionally, improved connectivity between student projects and service
requirements will further sharpen the student’s skills and ensure that future senior leaders have
had early exposure to service-level capability development complexities.  Athena will also keep
the larger Naval Research & Development Establishment informed of research trends across
disconnected organizations and enable tracking a student researcher’s trajectory long after
graduation.
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What is your role in the Athena Project?
Colonel Randy Pugh - So I'm kind of the past, and Ben (1stLt Benjamin Cohen) is the present
and the future. The impetus for Athena was a visit by Lieutenant General Smith, the Deputy
Commandant for Combat Development and Integration. He came out to speak to the Marines
and his question was, “what do you write your thesis on?” And the question back from the
Marines was “what do you want us to write a thesis on?” So, he went back and emailed a bunch
of his colleagues and they sent back some potential topics.  It was clear to us that relying on 
emails from senior leadership was not a scalable nor a replicable process by which to develop
avenues of research. Athena really started from that point and it was born in the Senior Marine
Office. From the beginning, we felt that it should be a student in charge of it because they
present both the product and the customer of the Naval Postgraduate School.
1stLt Benjamin Cohen - My current role is project manager. I originally joined as the student
liaison for testing, following the graduation of the plank-holder student, Maj Ryan Tice. I’m in my
second semester in the Defense Systems Analysis curriculum and I’ll have the opportunity to
engage with the Athena project for 18 more months. I really focus on helping the team get the
resources they need or find the key connections within NPS to helping the “come alive”. One of
my key responsibilities is to serve as the primary liaison with the Microsoft team that is
beginning to join our efforts and support the development of this incredible tool. 
Col Pugh- Ben’s experience is a good example of what NPS provides to mid-career officers. 
 NPS wants to shift from the idea that students are “learning how to do things” to one where they
are “learning by doing things.”  This is what Ben is doing.  A student that participates in the
Athena project is getting firsthand knowledge about software application development. This
includes seeing what the development timelines look like, and the complexity involved in the
project.  They’re not simply doing this in a classroom or on a chalkboard, they're seeing how
Microsoft handles software application development firsthand because they are an integral part
of the development effort. 
What was the driving force behind creating this tool?
1stLt Cohen – I think that most NPS students and faculty want to make a difference for their
respective services and the Department of Defense as a whole. The entire student body is one
large research talent pool. Unfortunately, there is no system currently in place that directs the
pool on where or how to identify and support prioritized research of the DoD and the warfighters.
Many students find themselves in the “we don’t know what we don’t know” phase while at NPS. I
can search Calhoun’s archives for past research, but finding research that is ongoing at NPS or
that is projected for the future is difficult. This tool is connecting people, encouraging and
fostering collaboration, and supporting the delivery of actionable research.
Col Pugh - There's a tremendous benefit to looking across the different schools and
departments that we have at NPS and seeing all the things that are going on.  Athena not only
allows you to discover projects, but it also allows you to discover other people. It will enable
outreach to the other schools in the naval university system. Then you can incorporate
midshipmen, junior researchers, early career officers, and enlisted Marines and Sailors all
centered around a problem to solve. The quote I think embodies this comes from Mike
Andersen (NPS’ Registrar), “if we only knew what we knew.” There is a goldmine of research
and researchers and Athena allows them all to be discoverable.
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the project. Now we are in a very involved partnership with Microsoft as we begin building a
much more robust and sophisticated version. Our plan is to roll out the new and revised version
in January for all of NPS. Students, faculty and staff will all have access through their existing
NPS Office 365 accounts, and the majority of their exploration and collaboration will be
conducted through MS Teams.
How does Athena make projects accessible?
Col Pugh - In this program there are three levels. The first level is the students who are looking
for useful and interesting research projects to do, particularly, topics they know someone else
will care about. The middle level are the researchers and those with research needs. Those are
the PI’s and the faculty here at NPS. People that will mentor the students. Finally, there's a third
level, leadership. When new problems emerge for the Navy and Marine Corps, they need to be
able to quickly find out who's working on something and to find the research that's being done. 
 Athena also provides talent identification. It’s where to find the people who have been looking
into an issue for months or years. 
The Services identify important topics, like hypersonics, command, and control in the 21st
century, artificial intelligence, machine learning, and intelligent autonomous systems.  However,
do the priorities that we identified, match the priorities we've invested in with either money,
people, or time? With Athena, you have a comprehensive view of everything that's going on and
you can answer those questions from any of the three levels. 
Athena is the goddess of wisdom and war.  The Department of Defense will fight wars to defend
our country, but we also need wisdom in how we go about doing that. If we are truly clever, we
will prevent the war altogether.
1stLt Cohen – One of the key features of Athena is a very robust search tool. Initially, Athena
will allow its users to simultaneously search Calhoun’s archives, proposed thesis topics in
Python, and the information stored in the Naval Research Program database. However, we
intend to expand this rapidly to information databases outside of NPS. Once the connections are
made to allow Athena to search these external databases, users will find that they have an
incredible amount of information available to them that can be leveraged to narrow, expand or
redefine their own research.
How did the partnership with Microsoft come about?
Col Pugh - The foundation provided us a mentorship group made up of alumni and foundation
funding committee members. The funding committee members have linked us in with Microsoft,
and the expertise that Microsoft provides for software application development but also this
whole idea of collaboration, which is the heart of Athena.
How has the foundation supported this project?
1stLt Cohen - The foundation has been incredibly supportive along the way in this process.
They have enabled so many connections and opportunities. They provide excellent guidance,
and the wisdom to consider as many angles as possible. The members of the foundation who
are working on Athena have backgrounds in product development, innovation, process
adoption, iterative design, programming, and coding… the list literally goes on and on. It is a
wealth of knowledge.
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Col Pugh - When you talk about talent and bringing in talented people to surround a project, the
alumni of the Naval Postgraduate School are an unmatched resource so the Alumni Association
had a tremendous role in making Athena successful by looping in those graduates as
contributors and mentors.
The Foundation has the ability to understand what we're working on with Athena, acting on our
behalf, going out there and scouting around and finding others that are working on things that
would be useful to Athena, and then curating those people and bringing them back to NPS.
Final Thoughts
1stLt Cohen – We want Athena to be a tool that empowers individuals, groups, and entire
services to move forward confidently into a complex but exciting future. 
Col Pugh - You know, there are currently 11 layers of bureaucracy that you have to make your
way through currently to find a project, do research, and get it to someone who needs it.  In a
flattened version of this, there is the mission in the middle and all of us surrounding the mission,
all as equal partners.  Whether you're a faculty member, whether you're a mentor, whether
you're the person with the problem, whether you're a senior leader that needs the answer to the
problem at a conceptual level, or whether you're the researcher, everybody is able to contribute
their talent. One of the most powerful things about Athena is that it brings all of that to bear on
the problem without any limitations.
Bios
Colonel Randy Pugh is from Annapolis, Maryland. He is a career intelligence officer who served
at First and Third Radio Battalion, the 31st Marine Expeditionary Unit, I and II Marine
Expeditionary Force, and Special Operations Command Europe.  He commanded Second
Radio Battalion as a Lieutenant Colonel and Marine Corps Intelligence Schools as a Colonel
and served in combat in Iraq, Afghanistan, and the Philippines.  He is a graduate of the U.S.
Naval Academy, the Naval Postgraduate School, Marine Corps Command and Staff College,
and the Naval War College.  He is currently NPS’ Marine Corps Senior Service Representative
and Associate Dean of Research.
1stLt Benjamin Cohen enlisted in the Marines in 2005. He was first in the infantry and then a
Force Reconnaissance Marine.  He was commissioned in 2016 out of The Citadel, Charleston,
S.C., and was designated as a Logistics Officer.  He focused on tactical level logistics for an
infantry battalion in Camp Pendleton from 2017 to 2020. He was then selected for NPS and
moved to Monterey in June. He is currently a Defense Systems Analysis student (817
Curriculum) in his second semester, with a projected graduation of April 2022.
Aisha Maroon joined the Foundation in August 2017 to handle the membership and outreach of
the foundation's student programs. She then took on reigniting the NPS Alumni Association as
its Director and looks forward to seeing it grows. She has now taken on stewarding foundation-
funded research. Working in partnership with foundation VP Todd Lyons she is re-engineering
donor engagement and project development processes to maximize giving opportunities while
also innovating the procedures for managing research projects.
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